Indian Wildlife Tour Fixed Departures in April and November 2010
Day 01 Arrive Mumbai
Upon your arrival in Mumbai our representative holding a placard with your name, will meet you in the arrivals area
and will transfer you to your hotel for check in.
Mumbai is the financial capital of India. It has a history of incredible transformation from its foundation to the
present day, where small islands were strung together and land between them reclaimed to form the bustling
metropolis it is today. A metropolis in the true sense of the word, the city has loads to see during the day and a
vibrant life at night. Extolled
by many as the mother of all
cities, Mumbai (Bombay) has
a history of incredible
transformation from its
foundation to the present day.
It was built mainly for trade by
the British and over the years
it changed hands from the
fishing village through the
Portuguese conquest to
Catherine of Aragon who took
the seven islands of Mumbai
as her dowry to Charles II of
England. Mumbai was and
still is the Gateway of India
and a grand Archway of that
name was built to
commemorate the visit of
King George V and Queen
Mary in 1911.

Overnight at Hotel
Day 02! Mumbai-Nagpur-Pench
After breakfast at the hotel, check out & enjoy a city tour of Mumbai visiting
the Prince of Wales Museum, drive past the Afghan Church, the Secretariat of the Maharashtra Government and
along the famous Marine Drive.! Visit the amazing Hanging Gardens.! Drive past Haji Ali Mosque, a shrine in honor
of a Muslim Saint on an island 500 m. out at sea linked by a causeway
In the afternoon you will be transferred to the domestic airport for your
Flight to Nagpur.
Depart Mumbai by Jet airways flight 9W 2020"
Arrive Nagpur by"
"
"
"

"
"

at 1515 hrs
at 1630 hrs

Upon your arrival in Nagpur drive to Pench - (56 miles; 02 hours).
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On your arrival in Pench check -in at your hotel
Pench National Park, nestling in the lower southern reaches of the Satpura hills is named after Pench River which
flows from north to south through the Pench National Park. In 1992, Pench has been included under the umbrella
of "Project Tiger" as the 19th Project Tiger Reserve. A total of 758 Sq Kms of this Southern Indian tropical moist
deciduous forest has its extent mingling with the tropical dry deciduous teak. The area
is crisscrossed by a number of streams and 'nallahs' most of which are seasonal. Though the Pench River dries up
in April end, a number of water pools locally known as 'dohs' are found which serve as water holes for the wild
animals. The Pench Reservoir at the center of the park is the only major water source during the pinch period.
Overnight at Hotel
Day 03 & 04 Pench
Enjoy 2 safaris today breakfast and one in
lunch. Elephant Ride
morning subject to
you the chance to spot
from this unique
Slide-shows and talks
are held in the evening
knowledge about the

one at sunrise before
the afternoon post
is available every
Tiger sighting, allowing
tigers and other wildlife
vantage point. Regular
by expert naturalists
to enhance your
#big cat$.

Overnight at Hotel
Day 05! Pench - Kanha
After morning game drive, check out & drive to Kanha (220 kms; 4 hrs).
Situated in central India
in the Satpura Hill
ranges, Kanha Tiger
Reserve offers without
a doubt, India's finest
Tiger viewing. Spread
over 1945 square
kilometres with a core
area of just 940 square
kilometres, the
grasslands and
deciduous forests also
support other mammals
such as Barasingha,
Chital, Muntjac
(Swamp, Spotted and
Barking Deer), Sambar,
Common Langur and
Rhesus Monkeys, Wild
Boar, Asiatic Jackal,
three of India's four
lowland antelopes,
Nilgai, Four-horned
Antelope (Chowsingha)
and Blackbuck, and
occasionally Leopard,
Gaur (Indian Bison),
Sloth Bear, Wolf and
Dhole (Wild Dog). In
fact Kanha is noted for
the last remaining
population of hardground Barasingha,
which exceeds 350.
Birdlife present
includes the Painted
Partridge, Shaheen
Falcon, Golden Oriole
and the omnipresent Red Jungle Fowl. You will be accompanied by a driver and/or park guide, assigned by the
National Park authorities.
Overnight at Hotel
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Day 06 Kanha
Enjoy 2 safaris
sunrise before
in the afternoon
Elephant Ride is
morning subject to
allowing you the
tigers and other
unique vantage
Slide-shows and
naturalists are held
to enhance your
the #big cat$.

today - one at
breakfast and one
post lunch.
available every
Tiger sighting,
chance to spot
wildlife from this
point. Regular
talks by expert
in the evening
knowledge about

Overnight at Hotel
Day 07! Kanha
Enjoy 02 safaris today - one at sunrise before breakfast and one in the afternoon post lunch. Elephant Ride is
available every morning subject to Tiger sighting, allowing you the chance to spot tigers and other wildlife from this
unique vantage point. Regular Slide-shows and talks by expert naturalists are held in the evening to enhance your
knowledge about the #big cat$.
Overnight at Hotel
Day 08! Kanha - Bandhavgarh
After breakfast at the hotel, check out & drive to Bandhavgarh & on your arrival, check in to your hotel
Bandhavgarh National Park
Madhya
Pradesh.
consists of a core area of
of approximately 400 sq km
between steep ridges,
meadows. Bandhavgarh
the Royal Bengal Tigers.
population at Bandhavgarh
India. Bandhavgarh
former hunting preserve of
at present is a famous
White Tigers, now a major
zoos, were first discovered
The terrain is broken, with
roughly east west,
swamps and forested valleys.
Overnight at Hotel
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is spread at vindhya hills in
Bandhavgarh National Park
105 sq km and a buffer area
of topography varies
undulating, forest and open
National Park is known for
The density of the Tiger
is the highest known in
National Park was the
the Maharaja of Rewa and
natural hub for White Tigers.
attraction around the world's
in Rewa, not far from here.
rocky hill ranges, running
interspersed with grassy

Day 09 &10 Bandhavgarh
Enjoy 02 safaris today - one at sunrise before breakfast and one in the afternoon post lunch. Elephant Ride is
available every morning subject to Tiger sighting, allowing you the chance to spot tigers and other wildlife from this
unique vantage point. Regular Slide-shows and talks by expert naturalists are held in the evening to enhance your
knowledge about the #big cat$.
Overnight at Hotel
Day 11 Bandhavgarh – Khajuraho - Delhi
After an early breakfast this morning you will be transferred to Khajuraho airport for your flight to Delhi.
Depart Khajurho by IC 405"
Arrive Delhi"
"
"

"
"

"
"

"
"

at 1400 hrs
at 1700 hrs

Upon arrival at Delhi, you will be met and will be transferred to your hotel where a day use room is booked for you.
Late evening, you will be transferred to the Delhi international airport for your onward flight to back home
Price per person £2,416.00 for minimum of 6 persons travelling
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